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Accurate knowledge of the velocity dispersion of Lamb modes is important for ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation methods used in detecting and locating flaws in thin plates and in determining
their elastic stiffness coefficients. Lamb mode dispersion is also important in the acoustic emission
technique for accurately triangulating the location of emissions in thin plates. In this research, the
ability to characterize Lamb mode dispersion through a time-frequency analysis (the pseudo
Wigner-Ville distribution) was demonstrated. A major advantage of time-frequency methods is the
ability to analyze acoustic signals containing multiple propagation modes, which overlap and
superimpose in the time domain signal. By combining time-frequency analysis with a broadband
acoustic excitation source, the dispersion of multiple Lamb modes over a wide frequency range can
be determined from as little as a single measurement. In addition, the technique provides a direct
measurement of the group velocity dispersion. The technique was first demonstrated in the analysis of a simulated waveform in an aluminum plate in which the Lamb mode dispersion was well
known. Portions of the dispersion curves of the A0, A1, S0, and S2 Lamb modes were obtained from
this one waveform. The technique was also applied for the analysis of experimental waveforms
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from a unidirectional graphite/epoxy composite plate. Measurements were made both along, and
perpendicular to the fiber direction. In this case, the signals contained only the lowest order symmetric and antisymmetric modes. A least squares fit of the results from several source to detector
distances was used. Theoretical dispersion curves were calculated and are shown to be in good
agreement with experimental results.
PACS numbers: 43.35.Cg, 43.40.Le, 43.35.Zc, 43.20.Mv
Time-frequency analysis of Lamb modes
INTRODUCTION
In propagating through solid materials, acoustic waves may have velocities that are dependent on their frequency. This dispersion may be due to the material behavior, such as in viscoelastic
materials. It can also be caused by the influence of specimen geometry on the wave propagation.
This is the case for waves propagating in plates, rods, and shells. Accurate knowledge of this dispersion is important for many acoustic based nondestructive evaluation techniques. In ultrasonic
testing, the velocity and its dispersion are used to determine the depth or location of flaws. It is
also used in measurements of elastic properties. Related techniques such as laser generated ultrasonics and acousto-ultrasonics also require information about the dispersion for interpretation of
data. In acoustic emission (AE), the velocity is needed to determine the location of the source of
emission. As pointed out by Ziola and Gorman1, if not taken into account, highly dispersive propagation can lead to large errors in source location in AE testing.
In this study, the ability to determine group velocity dispersion of Lamb modes by using a
time-frequency analysis method, the pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution (PWVD), was demonstrated. The technique was first applied to a simulated, broadband acoustic waveform in an aluminum plate. The technique was then applied to experimental waveforms from a unidirectional
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graphite/epoxy (AS4/3502) laminate. The broadband acoustic waves were generated by a pencil
lead fracture (Hsu-Neilsen source) and were detected with broadband, contact, ultrasonic transducers. Measurements were made at several source-to-detector distances. A least squares fit was used
to calculate the velocity for the lowest order symmetric and antisymmetric modes contained in the
waveforms. Results are presented for propagation along, and perpendicular to, the fiber direction.
Theoretical dispersion curves were also calculated and compared to the experimental measurements.
Time-frequency analyses such as the PWVD can offer several advantages for velocity dispersion measurements in comparison to more traditional techniques. For example, they can be applied
to broadband signals so that as little as one measurement may be required to determine the velocity
of multiple modes over a wide range of frequencies. This can be of significant importance when
access time to specimens for measurements is limited, or when measurements are required for a
large number of specimens. Another important advantage is the ability to analyze signals containing multiple propagation modes and/or reflections which superimpose and interfere in the time
domain. These multiple modes and reflections can be separated in time-frequency space. The
PWVD also provides a direct measurement of group velocity dispersion which may be the desired
quantity in certain applications such as the recently developed AE source location technique from
Ziola and Gorman1. Although, in theory, the group velocity can be obtained from phase velocity
dispersion measurements, small measurement errors in the phase velocity can propagate into significant errors in the calculated group velocity.
For Lamb mode dispersion measurements, there is another advantage in that immersion of
the plate is not required. Direct contact ultrasonic sensors can be used. This is in contrast to corner
reflection and leaky Lamb measurement techniques which have been widely used by Mal et al.2,
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Chimenti and Nayfeh3, and Balasubramaniam and Rose4. These techniques also require a number
of measurements with the wave incident to the plate at different angles to map out the dispersion
curves.
The difficulty of phase unwrapping, which occurs in the Fourier phase dispersion measurement technique5-7, is not present in time-frequency based analysis. The Fourier phase technique
also cannot be used when multiple modes or reflections are superimposed in time.

However,

another technique which overcomes these limitations is the two-dimensional Fourier transform
method which was presented by Alleyne and Cawley8 and applied by Costley and Berthelot9. A
difficulty of the two-dimensional Fourier transform technique is that a large number of closely
spaced measurements is required to avoid aliasing when Fourier transforming from the spatial
domain. However, instead of the Fourier transform, alternative spectral estimation techniques such
as Prony’s method can be used. A review of such techniques is provided by Kay and Marple10.
Alternative spectral estimation techniques can be used when the spatial data is undersampled and
thus, requires fewer measurements at different locations. However, these methods are somewhat
susceptible to noise, requiring input data with high signal to noise level. Lang et al.11, Leslie and
Randall12, and McClellan13 have applied these techniques to measure the dispersion of acoustic
waves for geophysical applications.
More recently, another time-frequency analysis method, the short-time Fourier transform, has
been used to characterize dispersion by Kwun and Bartels14. They evaluated the group velocity
dispersion of the first and second modes of the axisymmetric longitudinal wave in cylindrical steel
shells. The signals were generated and detected with magnetostrictive sensors and measurements
made at frequencies below 100 kHz.
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I PWVD THEORY
Time-frequency distributions provide a method for examining how the frequency content of
a given signal changes as a function of time. The output of these distributions is the energy density,
or intensity, of various frequency components of a signal at given points in time. Cohen15 has provided a detailed review of time-frequency distributions and discusses their numerous applications.
Grade and Gram-Hansen16 compare the Wigner-Ville distribution to the short time Fourier transform (STFT) and wavelet transform (WT) for the analysis of nonstationary signals. It is pointed
out that the Wigner-Ville distribution offers an advantage in that it is a more general transform
which is not limited by the uncertainty relationship on simultaneous time and frequency resolution.
However, this advantage comes at the expense of a couple of limitations. First, computational complexity is much greater for the Wigner-Ville distribution. Also, negative energy levels and cross
terms may appear in the Wigner-Ville distribution which do not have physical meaning. This problem is discussed in more detail below.
From Cohen15, the general equation for a time-frequency distribution, w(t,ω), for an input
time signal s(t) is given by
1
– iθt – iτω – iθu
τ
τ
w ( t, ω ) = --- ∫ ∫ ∫ e
φ ( θ, τ )s∗  u – - s  u + - du dτ dθ



2π
2
2

(1)

where the integrals are evaluated from - ∞ to ∞ . In this equation, s* is the complex conjugate and
φ(θ,τ) is an arbitrary function known as the kernel. Time and frequency are represented by t and
ω respectively. For the Wigner distribution17, which is discussed in detail by Jeon and Shin18 and
Wahl and Bolton19, the kernel function has a value of 1. Upon this substitution, Eq. (1) reduces to

w ( t, ω ) =

τ

τ

∫ s∗  t – -2 s  t + -2 e

– iτω

dτ .
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For application to digitized or sampled signals, this equation must be modified to a discrete
form. This is given by

2N – 1

w ( m∆t, k∆ω ) = 2∆t

∑

s [ ( m + n )∆t ]s∗ [ ( m – n )∆t ]e

– i2πnk
---------2N

(3)

n=0

where ∆ t is the sampling interval and ∆ω = π /( 2N∆t ) . The discrete Wigner distribution has several characteristics which limit its usefulness in this form. The first is a higher sampling requirement than the conventional discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to avoid aliasing. According to
Boashash20, the sampling frequency must be four times that of the highest frequency content of the
signal as opposed to the usual Nyquist criteria for the DFT which requires it to be only twice that
of the highest frequency content. Other considerations that are discussed by Jeon and Shin18
include the fact that the frequency resolution is only 1/4 of that obtained by the DFT. Additionally,
the Wigner distribution produces complicated and unexpected results when more than one frequency component is contained in a signal. “Noise,” or the appearance of signal in the Wigner distribution at frequencies and times not actually contained in the waveform, is produced. It is caused
by interference which consists of cross terms from the multiple frequency components and it makes
interpretation of results very difficult. The final undesirable characteristic is that this distribution
may take on negative values which do not have physical meaning. This most often occurs as a
result of the interference discussed above.
A couple of solutions are available to overcome the first limitation, that is, the more restrictive
sampling frequency requirement. The first and most obvious is to sample at the higher frequency.
Hardware limitations in some situations may make this impractical. Also, once the data has been
acquired at a given sample rate, it may not be possible to reacquire it at a faster rate. Thus, another
solution was proposed by Ville21 and is discussed by Jeon and Shin18 and Boashash20, among othJournal of the Acoustical Society of America
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ers. This approach involves the calculation of the Wigner distribution using the analytic signal.
The analytic signal is a complex signal where the real component is the original signal and the
imaginary component is its Hilbert transform. When the Wigner distribution is performed on the
analytic signal, the requirement to avoid aliasing is now reduced to that of the Nyquist criteria. The
resulting time-frequency distribution is known as the Wigner-Ville distribution. Boashash20 provides an intuitive rational on why this approach reduces the sampling requirement based on the fact
that a single sample of the analytic signal provides two effective samples (the real and imaginary
parts) of the original signal.
Another approach is used to minimize the effects of interference terms or “noise” in the distribution. This is the application of smoothing to the distribution. According to Jeon and Shin18,
this emphasizes deterministic components and reduces those due to interference. A Gaussian window function, G(t,ω), is convolved with the Wigner-Ville distribution resulting in the Pseudo
Wigner-Ville distribution, where
 t2

ω2 

– -----2 + -----2


1
G ( t, ω ) = ---------- e 2σt 2σω .
2πσ t σ ω

(4)

It has been shown that if σ t2 and σ ω2 are both greater than zero and if
1
σt σω ≥ - ,
2

(5)

then the Pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution will contain only positive values. For application to the
discrete Wigner-Ville distribution, the Gaussian window function is sampled over the region ±2 σ t
and ±2 σ ω . It is given by
 p2

q2 

– ----2 + ----2
1


G ( p, q ) = -------------- e 2 j 2k ,
2πjk∆t∆ω
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where p and q are integer values that range over ±2j and ±2k respectively. The resulting sampled
Pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution, w′ (r,m), is given by

∆t∆w
w′ ( r, m ) = ------2π

r+j

∑

m+k

∑

w ( p, q )G ( p – r, q – m ) .

(7)

p = r–j q = m–k

II DISPERSION FROM A SIMULATED WAVEFORM
The ability to measure Lamb mode dispersion from time-frequency analysis was first tested
on a simulated acoustic waveform22. A finite element method, developed by Hamstad and Gary
23,24

for the prediction of acoustic emission signals in plates, was used to generate the simulated

signal. A two-dimensional finite element formulation was used to model a surface loading source
at the center of a circular plate. The radius of the plate was 0.5715 m, the thickness was 6.35 mm,
and the receiver was at a distance of 0.254 m from the source. The force time response was linear
with a rapid rise time of 0.1 µs, rising to a constant peak value of 1 N. The material properties of
aluminum from Kolsky25 were used. These were a density of 2700 kg/m3, longitudinal wave
velocity of 6320 m/s, and shear wave velocity of 3100 m/s. In the finite element model, 100 cells
were used through the plate thickness providing an equi-axial cell size of 0.0635 mm. The resulting simulated signal was sampled at 10 MHz.
As discussed by Gorman and Prosser26, sources normal to the plate surface, such as that modeled in this calculation, and the pencil lead break used in the experiments, produce signals with
very large, low frequency A0 mode components. These large amplitude components make it difficult to detect and analyze the higher frequency, smaller amplitude, components of other modes. In
the analysis of the simulated waveform, a 20 kHz highpass Bessel (fourth order) digital filter was
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used to reduce these large amplitude, low frequency components. The early portion of this filtered
waveform is shown in Fig. 1. The full waveform is shown in Fig. 2 along with the corresponding
PWVD image which is discussed later. Arriving first in the simulated waveform are the lower frequency components of the S0 mode. The larger amplitude, lower frequency component of the signal is that of the A0 mode. Superimposed on these modes are components of the A1 and S2 modes,
as well as a reflection of the S0 mode from the outer edge of the plate.
The original Fortran source code for the PWVD calculation from Jeon and Shin18 was modified for these dispersion measurements. The maximum number of points in the input signal and
the maximum number of points in the calculated distribution were increased to provide enhanced
time and frequency resolution. Zero padding of the signal was used to increase the frequency resolution of the PWVD calculation with 1024 zeroes padded onto the front of the signal. Additional
zeroes were padded onto the end of signal to bring the total number of points to 4096. The PWVD,
calculated from the 4096 point waveforms, provided 1024 X 1024 point resolution in the time-frequency domain. The smoothing parameters for the PWVD calculation, j and k from Eq. (6), were
set based on the criterion that the distribution have no negative values. This occurs when

P
j⋅k≥- ,
π

(8)

where P is the number of points in the original waveform. A square smoothing window was used
with j and k both set equal to 37 to satisfy this equation.
The resulting three dimensional data of the distribution can be visualized in a number of
ways. It can be displayed as contour plots, 3D surface plots, or as grey-scale or false color images.
The latter approach was used in this work, where the color at a given x and y point in the image
represents the amplitude of the distribution at a particular time and frequency. Due to the large
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amplitude difference between the different modes, the values were first compressed, by raising all
values to the 1/4 power, to more clearly show the multiple modes in the same image. An image
processing program (NIH Image) was then used to adjust the contrast to provide the best visualization of the image data. The resulting PWVD image for the simulated acoustic signal in aluminum
is shown in Fig. 2. along with the original time domain waveform. The different modes are labeled
in the PWVD image.
For a given mode of propagation, the arrival time was determined as a function of frequency
from the corresponding peak in the PWVD. However, there were several factors which affected
the accuracy of this peak determination. First, for a given frequency, there were often several peaks
in the PWVD, which corresponded to the arrivals of different modes of propagation. These peaks
sometimes had significantly different amplitudes. A simple, amplitude based peak determination
routine was insufficient for these calculations. Instead, an image processing approach was used to
initially determine the approximate value of peaks at different frequency points for a given mode.
A point and click selection tool (in NIH Image) was used to obtain approximate peak locations at
selected frequency points. These frequency and time values were saved into a text file which was
then used as input for a peak determination program. In the peak determination program, linear
interpolation was used to provide an estimate of the peak times for all of the frequency values
between those selected with the image processing program. In the PWVD image for the simulated
waveform in Fig. 2, the peak values selected for the S0 mode along with the linear interpolations
between the points are also shown. Then, for each mode and at each frequency point, a simple peak
search routine was used to find the time for the actual peak within a predefined neighborhood of
the approximate value. For these calculations, a window of ± 15 points in time (± 6 µs) was used
to define the allowable neighborhood for the peak search routine.
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Another problem in determining the time for the peak was the limited time resolution of the
PWVD. The reduction from the 4096 point, 0.1 µs sampled waveform, to 1024 points in time
resulted in a resolution of only 0.4 µs for the PWVD. To improve the resolution in determining the
peak, and thus the arrival time and resultant group velocity, a seven point cubic spline fit was used.
The final problem in peak determination was background “noise” in the PWVD calculation.
Smoothing reduced, but did not entirely eliminate, the problem of cross terms from multiple frequency components. This background “noise” made the peak determination more difficult, particularly for smaller amplitude signal components.
The group velocity dispersion was then calculated using the measured peak times (i.e. arrival
times) as a function of frequency for the different modes, together with the known propagation distance. For the simulated waveform, the propagation distance was known exactly with no experimental uncertainty. The results are plotted in Fig. 3, along with the known group velocity
dispersion curves for these modes in aluminum. As can be seen in this figure, the agreement
between the PWVD calculated dispersion and theoretical curves for the S0 and A0 modes was
excellent. For the A1 and S2 modes, the agreement was not quite as good. The effect of the background noise in the PWVD calculation, together with the much smaller amplitudes of these modes,
resulted in larger discrepancies between calculated and theoretical velocities.

III EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR A COMPOSITE PLATE
The time-frequency dispersion measurement technique was further demonstrated with experimental measurements in a graphite/epoxy composite plate. Although this technique can be used
on a single waveform as demonstrated in the previous section, these experimental results were
obtained from several measurements. The added uncertainty in position measurements, along with
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the already coarse time determination in the PWVD analysis, provided the motivation for using
additional measurements. Otherwise, the same image processing based analysis for approximate
peak determination, followed by peak searching with a cubic spline fit was used.
The measurements were performed on a 16 ply unidirectional plate of AS4/3502 graphite/
epoxy. The nominal plate thickness was 2.26 mm with lateral dimensions of 0.508 m along the
fiber direction (0° direction) and 0.381 m along the 90° direction. Signals were generated by fracturing a 0.5 mm diameter pencil lead on the surface of the plate (Hsu-Neilsen source). This source
mechanism produces broadband, transient acoustic waves and is often used to simulate acoustic
emission signals. Fig. 4 shows a typical waveform produced by this source mechanism in the thin
composite plate. The distance of propagation from source to receiver for this signal was 12.1 cm
along a direction perpendicular to the fibers. Identified are the lowest order symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb mode components. No higher order modes were observed in the experimental
waveform because of the smaller thickness plate used and the large attenuation of high frequency
acoustic waves in this composite material.
Another factor which may have prevented observation of higher order modes was the large
aperture (1.27 cm diameter) of the sensor used. The sensor was a 3.5 MHz ultrasonic sensor (Panametrics V182). This sensor is heavily damped to optimize its performance in thickness gaging in
its intended use. It was operated far off resonance in detecting these signals which had maximum
frequency contents below 500 kHz. In this mode of operation, this sensor provides high fidelity,
flat frequency, displacement sensitive response. This has been demonstrated by Prosser27 by comparing its response to a wide band, displacement sensitive, optical interferometer. Gorman28 and
Ziola and Gorman1 have previously used a similar type of 5 MHz sensor for studying plate mode
AE signals. Papadakis29 discussed why this type of sensor provides high fidelity, flat frequency
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response when operated off resonance. However, the phase cancellation across the large aperture
of the sensor can limit its response at higher frequencies. Point contact sensors such as the pinducer
and the NIST conical sensor do not suffer from this limitation, but were not available for these
experiments. In addition the overall sensitivity of these point contact sensors is typically less than
those with larger sensor area.
The signals were digitized at a sampling frequency of 10 MHz with 12 bit vertical resolution
(Digital Wave Corporation F4012). The 2048 point waveforms were padded with 1024 zeros in
front of the signal to increase the frequency resolution of the PWVD. Starting at the last zero crossing of the experimental signals, the remaining values were set to zero to eliminate a big discontinuity at the end of the waveform. Such a discontinuity would provide an appearance of high
frequency signal content in the PWVD images. Padding these zero values towards the end of the
waveform also eliminated the reflection components of the A0 mode. However, the signals still
contained very small amplitude S0 reflection components. An additional 1024 zeroes were also
padded onto the end of the waveform to increase the number of points to 4096.
To improve accuracy, seven measurements were taken at different distances of propagation
in 1.27 cm increments over a range of 8.89 cm to 16.51 cm. A least squares fit of arrival time versus
distance was used to calculate the velocity. The source position was kept fixed for all measurements and the receiver was moved to different positions. At the largest distance, the source and
receiver were centered in the plate. Waveform acquisition was triggered by a narrow band, 150
KHz resonant sensor (Physical Acoustics Corporation R15) positioned adjacent to the source.
Images of the PWVD along with the corresponding time domain signals for two distances of
propagation along the 90° direction are shown in Fig. 5. The large dispersion of the A0 mode is
clearly seen in both the time domain signals and the PWVD images. The measured Lamb mode
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dispersion results for propagation perpendicular to the fiber direction are shown in Fig. 6. The
uncertainties in the measured velocity values as determined from the uncertainty of the slope in the
least squares fit are displayed as error bars on the measured data. Theoretical Lamb mode phase
and group velocity dispersion curves for these anisotropic, laminated composite plates were generated using a method from Dong and Huang30 and Datta et al.31 For these theoretical dispersion
calculations, nominal material properties, which were obtained from the manufacturer and are
listed in Table I, were used. Comparison with theoretical curves shows good agreement, particularly for the A0 mode. The measured values for the S0 mode are slightly higher than predicted.
Similar results were obtained in phase velocity measurements in this material in an earlier study by
Prosser6,27. A possible explanation for this slight discrepancy is that the nominal material properties obtained from the manufacturer and used in the theoretical calculations are somewhat different
from those of the actual material. Material property variations are not uncommon in graphite/
epoxy and may be caused by fiber volume variations, differences in cure processing conditions, and
variations in resin chemistry.
The results for propagation along the fiber direction are shown in Fig. 7. Comparison with
theoretical curves again shows good agreement for the A0 mode. For the S0 mode, the measured
values in this case are slightly lower than predicted. These results are again consistent with the previous phase velocity measurements6,27 which showed good agreement between theory and experiment for the A0 mode, and slightly elevated measured values for the S0 mode. Again, the
discrepancy was attributed to variations in actual material properties from the nominal properties
used in the theoretical calculations.
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IV CONCLUSIONS
A time-frequency analysis method using the Pseudo Wigner-Ville Distribution (PWVD) was
developed to characterize Lamb mode group velocity dispersion from broadband acoustic signals
in plates. The technique was first demonstrated on a simulated waveform. This simulated signal
was generated with a two-dimensional, dynamic finite element method to model propagation in an
isotropic, aluminum plate. The simulated waveform contained multiple Lamb modes, as well as a
reflection from a boundary, which were superimposed in the time domain waveform. The PWVD
was able to separate these modes in time-frequency space to allow dispersion measurements. In
this analysis, the arrival times, as a function of frequency, for the different modes are determined
from the times of the corresponding peaks in the PWVD. These peak times were first estimated
using an image processing program. Then the actual peak times were determined with a peak
detection routine based on the image processor based estimates. The resolution of peak time determination was then further improved with a cubic spline fit to the peak. The arrival times were then
used with the known propagation distance to calculate the group velocity dispersion. From the
simulated waveform, portions of the group velocity dispersion for the S0, A0, A1, and S2 Lamb
modes were determined. The agreement between the time-frequency measured dispersion and the
known theoretical dispersion curves for aluminum was excellent for the S0 and A0 modes. The
agreement for the A1 and S2 modes was adequate, but less than that for the other two modes. The
amplitude of the A1 and S2 modes was much smaller in the time domain signal and the resulting
PWVD. The peak detection was therefore much more susceptible to “noise” in the PWVD. This
“noise” is the result of the interaction of multiple frequency components in the time-frequency calculation which is reduced, but not entirely eliminated, by the smoothing used in the PWVD calculation.
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The time-frequency dispersion measurement technique was further demonstrated on experimental data. Broadband acoustic signals were acquired in anisotropic, unidirectional graphite/
epoxy composite plates. Measurements were made for propagation both along, and perpendicular
to the fiber direction. A pencil lead fracture (Hsu-Neilsen source) on the surface of the plate was
used to generate the acoustic signals. Broadband contact ultrasonic sensors were used to acquire
the waveforms. The signals contained only the lowest order symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb
modes. The same process was used to determine the arrival times for these two modes from the
peaks in the PWVD. However, in this case, a least squares fit from a number of propagation distances was used to calculate the dispersion. The added uncertainty in the distance measurement,
along with the limited time resolution for the PWVD analysis, was the motivation for using the
least square approach. Higher frequency sampling of the waveform could be used to increase the
time resolution. However, the resulting increased number of points would significantly increase
the time required for the PWVD calculation. The measured dispersion was compared with theoretical predictions. The agreement was good with discrepancies consistent with previous phase
velocity dispersion measurements in this material. These discrepancies have been attributed to a
lack of knowledge of the exact material properties for this composite. The nominal properties from
the manufacturer were used in the theoretical dispersion calculations. It is widely known that
actual material properties for a composite can vary as a result of a number of factors including resin
chemistry variations, different processing conditions, and different fiber volume ratios.
Dispersion measurement from time-frequency analysis can offer a number of advantages in
comparison to more traditional velocity measurement techniques. The first is that when a broadband acoustic source is used, few measurements, possibly only one, may be required to characterize dispersion for multiple modes over a wide frequency range. This can be particulary important
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when access time to specimens is limited, or when testing of a large number of specimens is
required. The ability to analyze complex waveforms in which multiple modes and/or reflections
are superimposed is also an advantage. Additionally, this method provides a direct measurement
of the group velocity dispersion which is sometimes the desired quantity. Significant errors can
occur when calculating group velocity from measured phase velocity data.
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TABLE I: Properties of AS4/3502 used in Theoretical Dispersion Calculations
Elastic
Modulus

(GPa)

c11

10.59

c12

3.09

c13

4.11

c33

147.1

c44

5.97
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
FIG. 1

Early signal arrivals in the filtered, simulated acoustic waveform in aluminum plate.

FIG. 2
Pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution image and corresponding time domain signal for
simulated acoustic waveform in aluminum plate.
FIG. 3
Group velocity of Lamb modes measured from PWVD analysis of a simulated waveform in aluminum plate compared to theoretical Lamb dispersion curves.
FIG. 4
Typical signal generated by a lead break source in a gr/ep plate identifying S0 and A0
Lamb mode components.
FIG. 5
Pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution images and corresponding time domain signals for
propagation perpendicular to the fiber direction at distances of a) 8.89 cm and b) 15.24 cm.
FIG. 6
Measured S0 and A0 mode group velocities and comparison with theoretical predictions (solid lines) for propagation perpendicular to the fiber direction.
FIG. 7
Measured S0 and A0 mode group velocities and comparison with theoretical predictions (solid lines) for propagation along the fiber direction.
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7
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